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I want to first start by extending a wholehearted thank you to volunteers, staff,
donors and entrepreneurs for making it through this year as a collective.
Similar to many communities this year, Employ to Empower experienced a
number of unique plot twists to our programming due to the pandemic,
including: Cancelling an events like the Cardboard Project, starting a COVID-
19 #CalltoEmpower Program, and moving our courses online for four months.
In place of Cardboard Project, we hosted a virtual screening called: "A
Celebration of Strength and Resilience" where we shared the stories of two
entrepreneurs, Deirdre and Sage persevered throughout COVID-19.

Due to the restrictions, many of our entrepreneurs were robbed of their
physical, social and economic independence due to having limited
opportunities to sell their work and gain business visibility. Despite these
challenges, our community members reminded us of extraordinary resilience
and the ability to pivot in the face of change and celebrate little and big wins. 

In March 2020, we had our courses online for four months and eventually
moved back to in person classes in July 2020. Despite restrictions, many
entrepreneurs made great effort in showing up, even if it meant going to the
park to get Wi-Fi to show up to class. Many were unable to complete the
course due to health and unforeseen circumstances during COVID-19.

We believe that where this is a struggle, there is opportunity for growth.
Seeing that many of the entrepreneurs were on hold, we created a COVID-19
pilot program called #CalltoEmpower, where we mobilized the entrepreneurs
in our program to build their leadership skills and provide check-in calls to
socially isolated residents in the Downtown Eastside community. This was a
great way for entrepreneurs with lived experience to contribute back to the
community and also build up their business leadership, interpersonal and
networking skills during the COVID-19 pause.

As the first wave dwindled, we returned back to in person business
fundamental classes in July 2020, adhering to health protocols and
precautions like having smaller cohorts in big classrooms. We reached 18
talented entrepreneurs and reached our goal of supporting 18 talented
entrepreneurs with a 79% completion rate of our course. Of the 18
entrepreneurs, 62% of the entrepreneurs advanced into our mentorship
program, where they receive customized holistic support. 

Overall, entrepreneurs received: 400 hours of mentorship support and
$9,621.00, 46.8% more than last year!

A total of $4505
earned by three
entrepreneurs, which
is               more than
last year!

100%                 raised
by our generous
community donors. 

              distributed in
loans.

          of entrepreneurs
experienced increase
in self-esteem.

Opening Letter

$1,269

$122,758.52

46.8%

$9621
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Employ to Empower empowers people who face work and social barriers by providing
entrepreneurship and self-advocacy opportunities. The 2020 homelessness count,
reported an estimated 3634 individuals. In reality, this number is much higher. 

Many amazing non-profits support people experiencing homelessness through a short
term, 'hand-out' based solutions. While this addresses a short-term needs, it demonstrates
a gap for long-term support. At Employ to Empower, our role is to support people with a
'hand-up' which means keeping the long term in mind. We provide the tools, community
and compassion to empower people to help themselves, and eventually help others. 

According to the Metro Vancouver Homeless Count in Metro Vancouver in 2020, roughly
21% of Vancouver’s inner city population are involved in entrepreneurship as a flexible and
alternative source of income. Many aspiring low-income entrepreneurs in Vancouver’s
Downtown Eastside (DTES) face work and social barriers, by which self-employment and
entrepreneurship offer opportunities for self-reliance and economic independence. Yet, a
majority of low-income entrepreneurs have limited economic and social resources to
launch or grow their business. Notably, core challenges faced by entrepreneurs in the
DTES neighbourhood include access to business planning assistance and skills
development, marketing expertise and opportunities, and micro-loans (LENA Report, 2017;
ETE focus group study, 2018).

 The LENA study also highlights the need for low-barrier and accessible programs for
entrepreneurs in Vancouver’s DTES to access new skills and expertise, gain supportive
mentor networks, as well as access to loans and new markets. Further, programmatic
investments are needed in order to facilitate and connect micro-entrepreneurs to the
right resources in a person-centred and individualized way. 
 
After conversing with many residents in the DTES community, we learned there was a
need for support around entrepreneurship. We had the honor to interview 22 artists and
entrepreneurs in the community and learned that their greatest barriers are lack of access
to: 1:1 mentorship, financial management, maker spaces and affordable loans. With  this
community research, Employ to Empower responded by developing experiential services
to support entrepreneurs under three core programs: Development, Entrepreneurship
and Advocacy.

About Employ to
Empower
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When COVID-19 hit, the entrepreneurs in our program were stripped of their physical, social
and economical autonomy. They had products to sell, but couldn’t connect with people in
person to sell. And even if they did, it wasn’t nearly as personal as it was before. Naturally, this
causes a significant decrease in sales. To adapt to this, we designed a program called
#CalltoEmpower, where we mobilized the entrepreneurs with lived experiences in our
program to call Downtown Eastside residents who were facing social isolation and needing a
friendly check-in. To date, we celebrate:

We couldn’t have funded this program without the endearing dedication of James Pelmore,
managing partner of Foundation Wealth Partners and Scott Shaw, who helped fund this
program and helped create an economic opportunity for the entrepreneurs during an
unprecedented time. 

Furthermore, we are thankful to 30+ donors for contributing funds to this program along with
TELUS for donating 10 phones and SIM cards for our entrepreneurs to use to call socially
isolated residents. We’re also grateful for Daily Hive for helping us promote this further.

Our COVID-19
#CalltoEmpower Program

$4,505 minutes called to socially isolated residents. 
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We had the fantastic opportunity to cultivate stronger relationships with existing
entrepreneurs, and welcome six new entrepreneurs into our Employ to Empower
family! Some wins to celebrate:

Mark and Elwood from Crap Trapper, a human 
and animal waste removal service, began their 
first pilot project with the Strathcona Business 
Improvement Association (SBIA), where they 
removed over 1.5 tonnes of human waste and 
kept the streets of the Strathcona Neighbourhood 
clean.

This year, ETE entrepreneur and 
#VancouverYarnBomber Deirdre Pinnock 
was featured on CTV! She spoke about how 
knitting has changed her life and 
contributed to her mental health advocacy. 
We are thrilled to see our entrepreneurs 
making ripples of change in the community! 

Entrepreneurship

$4,50 earned by entrepreneurs (46.8% more than last year)

                       raised by our generous community of donors.

           distributed in loans peers with lived experience employed. 

1     increase in self-esteem. 

$9,621
$122,758.52
$1,269 
96% 

Program Highlights

Empowerment with Strings Attached 
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Taking the deep lessons we learned in 2019, we facilitated three successful courses
throughout 2020-2021. 

In March 2020-June 2020, we piloted our first virtual classes and supported six
entrepreneurs. After hearing feedback from the entrepreneurs about the challenges
with getting steady wifi / access to digital literacy impairing their ability to show up to
class, we pivoted our programming back to in person, adhering to health guidelines in
July 2020. 

From July 2020 – Feb 2021, we supported an additional 13 entrepreneurs in our program.
In total, we reached 19 entrepreneurs, exceeding our goal of 18 in the 2020-2021 fiscal. 

We are very thankful to have Community Futures as our funding partner who helped us
reach this goal, specifically to Vanessa T.

Some key lessons that we’ve learned throughout this course is to leave more room for
“free block modules”, so that entrepreneurs can bring up any questions that they may
feel stuck on to the course. 

Development 
Course 

Lessons Learned

Three Successful Cohorts
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Jeannette & Alley Blais are a mother-daughter duo who began their
business in the heat of the pandemic. Originally from Toronto, these DTES
residents created a line of plant-based, natural products to address the
wear and tear of street life, including chronic skin conditions and other
health concerns many of their community members face, often overlooked
by major brands. Through ETE courses and mentorship during the
pandemic, Jeannette and Alley have started to release their first samples to
the community. Inspired by their lived experiences, their goal is to promote
accelerated wound healing and reduce pain for their friends and
neighbours in the community. 

Jeannette
   Alley
Back Alley

Apothecary

Blais

M
EE

T THE ENTREPRENEURS
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In 2001, Elwood was the victim of a hit-and-run accident, which put

him in a coma. The accident caused him to lose 75% of his vision,

causing him to be deemed legally blind. As a result, Elwood has

been unable to find work, but, with his friend Mark, has created

Crap Trappers to service his community and provide employment

for others like him who have had difficulty finding work. Like Mark,

he is passionate about cleaning up his community, to help those he

cares about in his community.

Price 
Co-Founder

Trappers

of
Crap

M
EE

T
TH

E ENTREPRENEUR

Elwood
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Advocacy

A CELEBRATION OFA CELEBRATION OF  
STRENGTH & RESILIENCESTRENGTH & RESILIENCE

Like many other organizations, we had to
cancel our in person events for this year to
protect the safety of our residents. However, as
a creative organization with a load of
determination, passion and perseverance, we
pivoted to create an immersive online virtual
screening called: The Celebration of Strength
and Resilience. 

We are wildly thankful for Ash T. for helping us
secure this lovely grant from SFU Community
Engagement Initiative, which helped a
videographer Chaplyn make two beautiful
videos of two of our program members:
Deirdre P. and Sage B. 

On June 19, we shared the stories on how
Deirdre and Sage persevered throughout
COVID-19 alongside 75 lovely audience
members on the YouTube live video with 494
views to date. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2NGa8s-po4&t=4125s
https://www.sfu.ca/cei.html
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Provincial Health Authorities! We’re grateful towards our community for being a part of
this necessary initiative. We knew collecting donations had to look different when we
started campaigning in October of 2020. It turns out folks all over Vancouver and even
BC wanted to help out and get involved. We had 42 donation champions step up and
rally the Lower Mainland to a whole new level - amidst a global pandemic.
Each of our 570 guests was provided PPE and they shopped from an abundant
selection of jackets, socks, clothing and toiletries collected by our 42 Donation
Champions across the Lower Mainland! Overall, we collected 522 bags of donations,
nearly triple the amount from last year! On event day, our volunteers served up 550
meals and our hairdressers gave 21 haircuts. With over 1300 volunteer hours put into 

One commonality amongst all ETE members of the team is their
utmost grit and tenacity to find a way to make it work. One of those
things was getting the Vancouver Street Store 7.0 approved by the 

VANCOUVER STREET STORE 7.0VANCOUVER STREET STORE 7.0

550

meals

570
guests

522

bags of 
donations

Street Store 7.0, we know it wouldn’t have been the same
without the support of individual volunteers, sponsors and the
organizations that came together. Thank you for being part of
our most successful and challenging Street Store yet– we
can’t thank you enough and we can’t wait to make more
impact together.  

93

volunteers
9employtoempower.com
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On this page is our revenue and expenses analysis from 2018-2019 to the current
fiscal year. We continue to rely on our donors to deliver our services, nearly
tripling year to year. Our expenses also grew in line with the entrepreneurs we
support.

Financial Overview

Individual Donations

Foundations

Events

Grants

Other

REVENUES

$16,261.39

$31,276

$124,409

$39,682

 $16,750

$16,500

$42,832

$14,373

$15,153

$1,000

$16,033.67
$750

$227.72
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Operations

Fundraising

Administration

EXPENSES

$5,948.43
$12,393

$94,405

$55,699

$20,769

$17,937

$8,645



ENTREPRENEURS
SUPPORTED

We are looking to support 50 entrepreneurs in 2021-2022 and in order to do
that we need your continued support in terms of time, talent and treasure.
Learn more about how you can support us at our website or contact us at
christina@employtoempower.com.

We are grateful for the financial support we have received in order to keep
supporting entrepreneurs, and for the guidance of our fantastic board. 
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iveno is a Counsellor (RTCC) and expressive art therapist. He works with

alternative forms of therapy such as music, play, and art making to foster

positive mental health and self care– TherARTy. His goal is to help

provide a healing space for people transforming emotional pain using

different art forms. Currently, Iven sells a Medicine Art calendar that uses

recycled paper that focuses on friendly mental health messages.

Reflecting on the past year, Iven is looking to share his insights on the

key driver of disconnection— emotional constipation. Check out his work

here: https://www.medicineart.ca/ 

Iven
Simonetti

Founder of
TherARTy

M
EE

T
THE ENTREPRENEUR
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Minah Lee was born and raised in South Korea, moving to Canada in

2007 as a visiting student at the University of British Columbia. Minah is

a co-founder of FurryN@vel, an associate curator for DocuAsia, and a

co-creator for @art_action_earwig. As a socially engaged artist, she

harnesses communications in and between diverse communities

through practice-based research, performances, panel discussions, and

publications.

Minah 
Lee

Art Action
Earwig

M
EE

T THE ENTREPRENEUR
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& Competitions 

This year, Employ to Empower had the
opportunity to spread awareness to the
broader community by engaging in virtual
speaking events with McGill Women in
Leadership and YWIB SFU. 

Speaking Engagements

Employ to Empower was selected from
applicants across British Columbia and
Alberta to be featured in the TELUS
Storyhive Local Heroes Documentary, which
launched in August 2021. 
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This year, our Executive Director Christina Wong was recognized as one of
the Globe and Mail's Top 50 Changemakers in Canada!



We could not be more thankful to the media for their support in helping us amplify
our story to the broader community. Through these articles, we hare continuing to
build a community of supporters who donated in-kind and monetary funds to help
us continue the long term, transformative work that we aim to do with
entrepreneurs.

Earned Media
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             Austin Lui, Program Development Manager at Eastside Works is the living
             and breathing epitome of the phrase “Collaboration over Competition”.
           During COVID-19, we co-created #CalltoEmpower, a COVID-19 program
meant to support people via check in phone calls for people facing social isolation.
The best part is that the phone calls were made by people who have lived
experience. Austin never hesitated to share resources with the sole intent to
support as many people as we can in the community. Austin is also an advocate for
peer based work, which is finding funding for people who face barriers to get an
opportunity to work and contribute to their own community

            Beverly Walker is a natural connector and genuinely cares about creating
             bridges for the DTES community and accessing services that they need.
           During COVID-19, Beverly referred many people over to our programming to
get the support that they need and provided some funding to Employ to Empower
in the summer of 2020. Beverly has our organization’s best interest at heart and is
not afraid to reach out for support or ask questions.

             James Pelmore, managing partner at Foundation Wealth Partners began
            his journey with Employ to Empower during the Street Store 6.0 in 2019. He
           saw our need for support and rallied up his employees to help fundraise
$500 for our event. The rest is history - James continued to stay in touch and
helped us fundraise $15,000 for our COVID-19 #CalltoEmpower program during the
pandemic and really stepped up as a community champion. We’re really thankful
for his generosity and fierce belief in our mission

Partners & Funders
Spotlights
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             Stephanie Woo from Daily Hive helps us get the word out there in the
           community. We’re very lucky to have a long-term partnership with Daily
Hive to support our reach for our events for the 7th year. Your support has helped
us gain volunteers as well as fundraise over $10,000 for our programming at
Employ to Empower. 

Kyra Laverdiere has supported us in getting access to phones for our
#CalltoEmpower program so that DTES residents can brave the pandemic by
having a check-in buddy. Her involvement with getting in-kind support for phones
allowed 30+ residents to get friendly check-in calls from entrepreneurs in our
community

                Vanessa Tveitane is an all round champion for helping us fund 18       
                  entrepreneurs to take our basic business fundamentals course. Thank
               you for giving an opportunity to members of the DTES community to
build capacity during the pandemic.

The Lorant family has not only been very generous with their time, but also 
their funding to help us continue our important work with the community. 

               Ash T, the Communications Officer at SFU generously helped us get
              $9,000 in funding from the Community Engagement Initiative which
made our June 2020 live screening for our Celebration of Strength and Resilience
event possible. During the pandemic, he made connection and storytelling
possible through our amazing entrepreneurs Deirdre and Sage.
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Our team is grateful for having the opportunity to work, play and live on the shared,
stolen territories of the xwmәӨkwәýәm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish) and
seĺíĺwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh) peoples. 

We wanted to take the time to put a spotlight on the entrepreneurs, staff, volunteers,
funders, and supporters Employ to Empower is fortunate to have in its corner.
Additionally, we take this opportunity to honour the countless hours of volunteer
hours from the following groups of individuals below: 

As a grassroots organization, ETE has a working board that generously contributes to
support ETE in various ways. Our board is unique in that they get hands on in
supporting the entrepreneurs and know every single program member. They are our
champions and keep the organization grounded in many ways including supporting
strategic direction, legal support, financial growth and scalability. Thank you to the
board for your ongoing support and dedication to Employ to Empower.
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At Employ to Empower, everyone on the team is their own leader and bring their
own strengths to the team. It’s the people on the frontline below that make this
all happen and we are truly humbled to have 20 volunteers on the team who
have donated 536 hours of their time to support the team with leadership,
strategy, mentorship and workshop facilitation. 

Recognizing that it truly takes a village to support more entrepreneurs, our
leadership team grew astronomically in volunteers, contractors and employees.
We went from a one person team to a beautiful volunteer circle. 
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Stay Connected with Us

405-268 Keefer Street
Vancouver BC, V6A 1X5
(778) 928-1221
www.employtoempower.com

Follow us on Instagram, Twitter , YouTube and LinkedIn
@employtoempower!

Like Employ to Empower on Facebook for updates and news.

Join our newsletter to keep up to date with what's going on at Employ to
Empower, like volunteer opportunities and special stories! 
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